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SYMMETRIC MULTILINEAR FORMS ON HILBERT SPACES: WHERE
DO THEY ATTAIN THEIR NORM?
DANIEL CARANDO AND JORGE TOMA´S RODRI´GUEZ
Abstract. We characterize the sets of norm one vectors x1, . . . ,xk in a Hilbert space H
such that there exists a k-linear symmetric form attaining its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq. We
prove that in the bilinear case, any two vectors satisfy this property. However, for k ě 3
only collinear vectors satisfy this property in the complex case, while in the real case this is
equivalent to x1, . . . ,xk spanning a subspace of dimension at most 2. We use these results
to obtain some applications to symmetric multilinear forms, symmetric tensor products and
the exposed points of the unit ball of Lsp
kHq.
Introduction
In the recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the study of norm-attaining
linear and multilinear operators, as well as other nonlinear mappings. In these different
settings, versions of (and counterexamples to) the classical results of Bishop, Phelps, Bolloba´s
and Lindenstrauss have appeared, taking into account the particularities of the different
classes of mappings under consideration (see for example [A, AAGM, ACKLM, DGKLM]
and the references therein). In this work, we approach the question of norm-attainment
from a different point of view: we characterize the k-tuples of vectors in a Hilbert space
where a symmetric multilinear form attains its norm at it. In order to be more precise, let
us introduce some definitions.
In what follows, H denotes a Hilbert space over K, where K stands for either the field
of complex numbers C or the field of real numbers R. Given a continuous k-linear form
T : H ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆHloooooomoooooon
k
Ñ K, its norm is given by
}T } :“ supt|T pw1, . . . ,wkq| : }w1}, . . . , }wk} ď 1u.
This project was supported in part by CONICET PIP 11220130100329CO, ANPCyT PICT 2015-2299
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With this norm, the space Lsp
kHq of all continuous symmetric k-linear forms on H is a
Banach space. We say that a nonzero T P Lsp
kHq attains its norm if there are norm one
vectors x1, . . . ,xk P H such that
(1) }T } “ |T px1, . . . ,xkq|.
In this case we say that T attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq.
A classical result on Hilbert spaces asserts that the norm of a symmetric k-linear form
coincides with that of its associated k-homogeneous polynomial. This was already shown
by Banach in [B] (see also [BoS], [D, Proposition 1.44] and, for a more constructive proof,
[PST]). In other words, if T P Lsp
kHq, then
(2) }T } “ supt|T pw, . . . ,wq| : }w} ď 1u.
From (2) it is not hard to see that a norm-attaining symmetric k-linear form attains its norm
at some k-tuple of the form pw, . . . ,wq. To see this, it is enough to reduce the problem to
a finite dimensional setting (taking the span of the vectors satisfying (1)). But in this case,
a natural question arises: is it possible for such a k-linear form to attain its norm at some
other vectors x1, . . . ,xk which are not collinear? For example, the bilinear form
T px,yq “ x1y1 ´ x2y2
attains its norm at any pair of norm one vectors of the form pa, bq, pa,´bq, which can obviously
be chosen not to be collinear. As we see in Lemma 2.1, any bilinear form on K2 attaining
its norm in non-collinear vectors looks like T in some appropriate basis.
Therefore, the aim of this article is to characterize the vectors x1, . . . ,xk for which there
exists some symmetric k-linear form attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq. We show in Propo-
sition 2.3 that if k “ 2, any two vectors will work. However, for k ě 3 the situation is
different, as stated in Theorem 1.1: in the complex case, the vectors x1, . . . ,xk must be
collinear, while in the real case they must span a subspace of dimension at most 2. These
conditions are necessary and sufficient.
The article is organized as follows. We state our main result (Theorem 1.1) in Section 1.
We also present and prove some consequences: a Bolloba´s-like result on where multilinear
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forms almost attain their norm and some applications to complexification, symmetric tensor
products and geometry of spaces of multilinear forms. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be
given along Sections 3 and 4. In Section 2 we deal with bilinear forms, while k-linear forms
will be treated in Section 3 (in the complex case) and Section 4 (in the real case).
1. Main results and applications
The following is our main result.
Theorem 1.1. Let k ě 3 and x1, . . . ,xk be norm one vectors on a Hilbert space H over
K. There exists a symmetric k-linear form T on H attaining its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq if and
only if
dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq “
#
1 if K “ C
1 or 2 if K “ R.
It is not hard to see that Theorem 1.1 also holds for vector valued multilinear forms.
Indeed, suppose that E is a Banach space and T P Lsp
kH, Eq attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq.
If we take a norm one linear function ϕ P E˚, with ϕpT px1, . . . ,xkqq “ }T px1, . . . ,xkq}, then
ϕ ˝ T P Lsp
kHq also attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq, so the only if part follows. For the
if part, just multiply the multilinear form whose existence is guaranteed by the theorem by
any nonzero vector in E.
As we will see in Proposition 2.3, for any pair of vectors in H there exists a bilinear form
attaining its norm in that pair. It is interesting to note that this characterizes real Hilbert
spaces (see Proposition 2.9 of [BS]).
As we mentioned above, Sections 3 and 4 will be devoted to the proof of the Theorem 1.1
in the complex and real case respectively. While the if part is trivial in the complex case
(where all the vectors are collinear), it is rather involved in the real case, when they span a
2-dimensional subspace.
Now we prove some consequences of our main theorem. The first one is a quantitative
approximate version of Theorem 1.1, much in the Bolloba´s spirit: if T almost attain its norm
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at x1, . . . ,xk, then the vectors x1, . . . ,xk must be close to a 2-dimensional subspace (or, in
the complex case, to a 1-dimensional subspace).
Corollary 1.2. For each k ě 3 and ε ą 0 there exist β “ βpk, εq ą 0 such that the following
holds: if T is a norm one symmetric k-linear form on H and x1, . . . ,xk are norm one vectors
in H with
|T px1, . . . ,xkq| ą 1´ β,
then there exist a subspace V Ă spantx1, . . . ,xku of dimension at most 2 (which is 1-
dimensional in the complex case) such that the distance of each xj to V is at most ε.
Proof. Finite dimensional Banach spaces enjoy the Bishop-Phelps-Bolloba´s property for sym-
metric k-linear forms [DGKLM, Proposition 2.3]. Then, given k and ε as in the statement,
let β “ ηpεq, where η corresponds to the Bishop-Phelps-Bolloba´s property for symmetric
k-linear forms on a Hilbert space of dimension (at most) k. Set H1 :“ spantx1, . . . ,xku and
consider T1 :“
T |H1
}T |H1}
. Then, T1 is a norm one k-linear form on a finite dimensional Hilbert
space satisfying
|T1px1, . . . ,xkq| ą 1´ β “ 1´ ηpεq.
The Bishop-Phelps-Bolloba´s property for symmetric k-linear forms and the definition of
η gives a norm one symmetric k-linear form S and norm one vectors z1, . . . , zk in H1 such
that
|Spz1, . . . , zkq| “ 1 and }zj ´ xj} ă ε for j “ 1, . . . , k.
Since S attains its norm at z1, . . . , zk, Theorem 1.1 implies that V “ spantz1, . . . , zku has
dimension at most 2 in the real case (dimension 1 in the complex one) and the result follows.

Another consequence of Theorem 1.1 is related to the symmetric projective tensor norm
in Hilbert spaces. For an introduction to this topic and the notation we use next, we refer
the reader to Floret’s survey [F]. Since the space of k-homogeneous polynomials PpkHq is
isometric to the space of symmetric k-linear forms Lsp
kHq (see (2)), the symmetric projective
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tensor norm of x1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk can be computed as follows:
pispx1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk,b
k,sHq “ maxt|P px1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xkq| : P P Pp
kHq, }P } “ 1u
“ maxt|T px1, . . . ,xkq| : T P Lsp
kHq, }T } “ 1u.
This means that x1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk is a norm one element of b
k,s
pis
H if and only if there exists a
symmetric k-linear form attaining its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq. Now we can apply Theorem 1.1
to obtain the following.
Proposition 1.3. Let k ě 3 and let x1, . . . ,xk be norm one vectors in H. Then, pispx1 _
¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk,b
k,sHq “ 1 if and only if
dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq “
#
1 in the complex case
1 or 2 in the real case
.
The previous proposition has a straightforward implication in complexification (see [MST])
and symmetric tensor products.
Corollary 1.4. Let H be a real Hilbert space and rH be the complex Hilbert space obtained
from H by some complexification procedure. If k ě 3 and x1, . . . ,xk P H are nonzero vectors
satisfying
dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq “ 2,
then
pispx1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk,b
k,sHq ą pispx1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk,b
k,s rHq.
Proof. It is clear that is enough to show the result for norm one vectors. But in this case,
the real and complex cases of the previous proposition give that pispx1_¨ ¨ ¨_xk,b
k,sHq “ 1
while pispx1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk,b
k,s rHq cannot be one (and must be, therefore, less than one). 
In [FL, Lemma 6.2] the authors compute the symmetric projective norm for the tensor
e1 _ e1 _ e2 both in H and rH, showing that they are different. In [N, Example 6.5], this
computation is done for e1_e1_e2_e2. The previous Corollary provides an easy procedure
to get examples for which pispx1_¨ ¨ ¨_xk,b
k,sHq and pispx1_¨ ¨ ¨_xk,b
k,s rHq do not coincide.
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Note that, in the conditions of the previous corollary, if T P Lsp
kHq attains its norm at
px1, . . . ,xkq and rT is its complexification, then }rT } ą }T }.
The last one is not an application of Theorem 1.1 but of the auxiliary result Lemma 2.1.
It concerns the exposed points of Lsp
kHq for real two-dimensional Hilbert spaces. For more
results regarding the geometry of the unit ball of Lsp
kHq we refer the reader to the articles
[G, GMS, KL] and the references therein.
Proposition 1.5. Let H be a two-dimensional real Hilbert space, k ě 2 and T P Lsp
kHq of
norm one attaining its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq with
spantx1, . . . ,xku “ H.
Then T is a exposed point of the unit ball Lsp
kHq.
This proposition will be a direct consequence of the Lemma below, which may be of interest
in its own right. Before going into the proof, we see that the converse of this Proposition does
not hold. Indeed, note that 1
2
b2 e1`
1
2
b2 e2 exposes the bilinear form L given by the inner
product of R2, and L only attains its norm at px,yq if x “ ˘y. Similarly 1
2
b3 e1 `
1
2
b3 e2
exposes the trilinear form
T px,y, zq “ x1y1z1 ` x2y2z2,
and T only attains its norm at x,y, z if all the vectors are either ˘e1 or ˘e2.
Lemma 1.6. Let x1, . . . ,xk, with k ě 2, be norm one vectors on a real Hilbert space H such
that
dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq “ 2.
If S, T P Lsp
kHq have norm one with
Spx1, . . . ,xkq “ T px1, . . . ,xkq “ 1
and we set H1 :“ spantx1, . . . ,xkuq, then S|H1 “ T |H1.
Proof. Let us prove this result by induction on k. The case k “ 2 follows from Lemma 2.1
below, using that F is unique and determined by x1,x2 and Spx1,x2q. Assume the result
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holds for pk ´ 1q-linear forms. Suppose that
Spx1, . . . ,xkq “ T px1, . . . ,xkq “ 1,
with dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq “ 2. We may assume that H1 “ spantx1,x2u. By Lemma 2.1,
applied to the bilinear form Sp ¨ , ¨ ,x3, . . . ,xkq, there is an orthonormal basis F “ tf1, f2u
of H1 such that
Spf1, f1,x3, . . . ,xkq “ 1
Spf2, f2,x3, . . . ,xkq “ ´1
Spf1, f2,x3, . . . ,xkq “ 0.
Then, given nonzero real numbers α, β, with α2 ` β2 “ 1, it is not hard to see that the
equations above imply
Spαf1 ` βf2, αf1 ´ βf2,x3, . . . ,xkq “ 1.
By inductive hypothesis Sp ¨ , . . . , ¨ ,xkq|H1 “ T p ¨ , . . . , ¨ ,xkq|H1 , therefore
Spαf1 ` βf2, αf1 ´ βf2,x3, . . . ,xkq “ T pαf1 ` βf2, αf1 ´ βf2,x3, . . . ,xkq.
If we take nonzero α, β P R such that both αf1 ` βf2 and αf1 ´ βf2 are not ˘x3, by
inductive hypothesis, we have that
Sp ¨ , . . . , ¨ , αf1 ` βf2q|H1 “ T p ¨ , . . . , ¨ , αf1 ` βf2q|H1
Sp ¨ , . . . , ¨ , αf1 ´ βf2q|H1 “ T p ¨ , . . . , ¨ , αf1 ´ βf2q|H1 .
Since tαf1 ` βf2, αf1 ´ βf2u is a basis of H1 we conclude the desired result. 
Proof of Proposition 1.5. By the previous Lemma, if we take ε :“ signpT px1, . . . ,xkqq,
then εx1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ xk P b
s,kH exposes T . 
2. Bilinear Forms
Given two vectors x,y in a Hilbert space H we write x ‖ y if there is λ P K such that
x “ λy and x ∦ y when this is not the case. If dimpHq “ n, given a symmetric bilinear
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form T : H ˆH Ñ K, x P H and F “ tf1, . . . , fnu a basis of H, rxsF stands for the (row)
coordinate vector of x relative to F and rT sF the nˆ n symmetric matrix such that
T pw1,w2q “ rw1sF rT sF rw2s
t
F .
That is, rT sF “ pT pfi, fjqqi,j.
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a norm one symmetric bilinear form on the 2-dimensional Hilbert
space K2 that attains its norm at px,yq, with x ∦ y. Then there is an orthonormal basis
F “ tf1, f2u of K
2, such that
rT sF “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
.
As a consequence, the matrix rT sG is unitary for every orthonormal basis G of K
2. Moreover,
in the real case, up to signs, the basis tf1, f2u is unique.
Proof. Let us prove the existence of F in the complex case (the real case is analogous). Take
λ a modulus one number such Impxλy,xyq “ 0. Define g1 :“
x`λy
}x`λy} and g2 :“
x´λy
}x´λy} . These
vectors are orthonormal:
xx` λy,x´ λyy “ }x}2 ´ }λy}2 ` 2 Imxλy,xy
“ 0.
Since T attains its norm at px,yq, we have
1 “ |T px, λyq|
“
1
4
|T px` λy,x` λyq ´ T px´ λy,x´ λyq|
ď
1
4
p}x` λy}2 ` }x´ λy}2q(3)
“
1
4
p2}x}2 ` 2}λy}2q “ 1.
Thus (3) must be an equality, which implies that
|T pg1, g1q| “ |T pg2, g2q| “ 1.
Take f1 :“ λ1g1 and f2 :“ λ2g2, where λ1, λ2 are modulus one complex numbers such that
λ2
1
“ 1
T pg1,g1q and λ
2
2
“ ´ 1
T pg2,g2q . Clearly F “ tf1, f2u is an orthonormal basis, and we have
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T pf1, f1q “ 1 and T pf2, f2q “ ´1. We only need to prove that T pf1, f2q “ 0. For any α P R,
taking β “ T pf1, f2q, we have
α2 ` 2α|T pf1, f2q|
2 ` |T pf1, f2qq|
4 “ α2 ` 2αβT pf1, f2q ` pβT pf1, f2qq
2
“ pα ` βT pf1, f2qq
2
“ pT pf1, αf1 ` βf2qq
2
ď }αf1 ` βf2}
2
“ α2 ` |β|2.
Therefore 2α|T pf1, f2q|
2 ` |T pf1, f2qq|
4 ď |β|2 for all α P R, which implies that T pf1, f2q “ 0.
The real case can also be proved using the eigendecomposition for real symmetric matrices
and that T cannot be the inner product. Now let us prove that in the real case F is unique.
Suppose that H “ th1,h2u is an orthonormal basis such that
rT sH “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
.
If rh1sF “ pa, bq, then
1 “ T ph1,h1q
“ rh1sF rT sF rh1s
t
F
“ a2 ´ b2
Therefore, a “ ˘1 and b “ 0. This means that h1 “ ˘f1 and, being both bases orthonormal,
we also have h2 “ ˘f2. 
Remark 2.2. Notice that uniqueness fails in the complex case. If F “ tf1, f2u is an or-
thonormal basis as in the Lemma 2.1, then H “
!
1?
2
f1 `
i?
2
f2,´
i?
2
f1 `
1?
2
f2
)
is another
orthonormal basis such that
rT sH “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
.
Now we show that for any two vectors, there exists some bilinear form attaining its norm
at them.
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Proposition 2.3. Given two norm one vectors x,y on a Hilbert space H, there is a sym-
metric bilinear form T : H ˆHÑ K that attains its norm at px,yq.
Proof. If x ‖ y it is enough to consider T defined as
T pw1,w2q :“ xw1,xy xw2,xy.
For x ∦ y, take g1, g2 as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 and T defined as
T pw1,w2q :“ rProypw1qsG
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
rProypw2qs
t
G
“ xw1, g1yxw2, g1y ´ xw1, g2yxw2, g2y,
where Proy : HÑ spantx,yu is the orthogonal projection. 
3. Multilinear forms: The Complex Case
In this section we show the complex case of Theorem 1.1. Note that in this case, one of
the implications of the theorem is trivial.
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and k ě 3. If a nonzero T P Lsp
kHq
attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq, then
dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq “ 1.
Proof. We will prove the case k “ 3, the general case follows by induction on k, fixing one
variable of T . Suppose T has norm one and that attains its norm at px1,x2,x3q, with x2 ∦ x3
We may assume x1 “ x2. Indeed, if x1 ‖ x2 just take a multiple of one of them. If x1 ∦ x2,
applying Lemma 2.1 to the bilinear form T p ¨ , ¨ ,x3q, we may replace px1,x2q by pgi, giq,
with i such that gi ∦ x3. Also, working with the restriction of T to spantx2,x2,x3u, there is
no harm in assuming H “ spantx2,x2,x3u.
By Lemma 2.1 applied to T px2, ¨ , ¨ q, there is an orthonormal basis F “ tf1, f2u of H
such that
T px2, f1, f1q “ 1
T px2, f2, f2q “ ´1
T px2, f1, f2q “ 0.
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Consider now the bilinear forms T p ¨ , ¨ , f1q and T p ¨ , ¨ , f2q. We have that T p ¨ , ¨ , f1q
attains its norm at px2, f1q. Since f1 ∦ x2 (see proof of Lemma 2.1), the matrix A1 :“
rT p ¨ , ¨ , f1qsF is unitary. Similarly, A2 :“ rT p ¨ , ¨ , f2qsF is also unitary.
Take α, β P C such that |α|2 ` |β|2 “ 1. Consider the norm one vectors v :“ αf1 ` βf2
and w :“ αf1 ´ βf2. The bilinear form T p ¨ , ¨ ,vq attains its norm at px2,wq:
T px2, αf1 ´ βf2, αf1 ` βf2q “ |α|
2T px2, f1, f1q ´ |β|
2T px2, f2, f2q
`pαβ ´ αβqT px2, f1, f2q
“ 1.
Then, if x2 ∦ w, we have that the matrix
rT p ¨ , ¨ ,vqsF “ αA1 ` βA2
is unitary. Therefore
Id “ pαA1 ` βA2qpαA1 ` βA2q
˚
“ |α|2 Id`|β|2 Id`αβA1A
˚
2
` αβA˚
1
A2
“ Id`αβA1A
˚
2
` αβA˚
1
A2.
This holds for any α and β for which x2 ∦ w. From this it is easy to conclude that
A1A
˚
2
“ A˚
1
A2 “ 0,
which cannot happen, since A1 and A2 are unitary. The contradiction comes from the
assumption x2 ∦ x3. 
This Proposition gives us the complex case of Theorem 1.1.
4. Multilinear forms: The Real Case
Proposition 4.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space. If a nonzero T P Lsp
kHq attains its norm
at px1, . . . ,xkq, then
dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq ď 2.
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Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, let us assume that k “ 3 and }T } “ 1. Let us
suppose that T attains its norm at px1,x2,x3q with dimpspantx1,x2,x3uq “ 3 and arrive to
a contradiction. To simplify the notation we also assume that H “ spantx1,x2,x3u “ R
3.
By Lemma 2.1 applied to T p ¨ , ¨ ,x3q, there is an orthonormal basis te1, e2u of spantx1,x2u
such that
T pe1, e1,x3q “ 1
T pe2, e2,x3q “ ´1
T pe1, e2,x3q “ 0.
We extend te1, e2u to an orthonormal basis E “ te1, e2, e3u of H and, for simplicity, suppose
E is the canonical basis. Given that x3 R spantx1,x2u “ spante1, e2u we can write x3 “
pα, β, γq with γ ‰ 0.
Since the norm of the linear function T p ¨ , e1,x3q is at most one and
T p ¨ , e1,x3qpe1q “ T pe1, e1,x3q “ 1,
we must have
(4) T p ¨ , e1,x3q “ x ¨ , e1y.
Using similar arguments we have that
T p ¨ , e1, e1q “ x ¨ ,x3y(5)
T p ¨ , e2,x3q “ x ¨ ,´e2y(6)
T p ¨ , e2, e2q “ x ¨ ,´x3y.(7)
Finally, using (4) and (6), we have
T p ¨ , e3,x3qpe1q “ T pe1, e3,x3q “ 0,
T p ¨ , e3,x3qpe2q “ T pe2, e3,x3q “ 0;
which means that
(8) T p ¨ , e3,x3q “ x ¨ , te3y.
for some t P r´1, 1s. Then, using (4), (6) and (8), we have
(9) T p ¨ ,x3,x3q “ T p ¨ ,x3, αe1 ` βe2 ` γe3q “ x ¨ , pα,´β, tγqy.
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With all these equations at hand we can finally arrive to a contradiction. To do this, we
consider first the linear function T p ¨ ,x3 ` e1,x3 ` e1q which has norm at most }x3 ` e1}
2.
By (5), (6) and (9) we have
T p ¨ ,x3 ` e1,x3 ` e1q “ 2T p ¨ ,x3, e1q ` T p ¨ ,x3,x3q ` T p ¨ , e1, e1q
“ x ¨ , 2e1 ` pα,´β, tγq ` x3y
“ x ¨ , p2` 2α, 0, γp1` tqqy.
Given that α2 ` β2 ` γ2 “ }x3} “ 1, then
|2` 2α| “ }x3 ` e1}
2
ě }T p ¨ ,x3 ` e1,x3 ` e1q}
“ }x ¨ , p2` 2α, 0, γp1` tqqy}
“ }p2` 2α, 0, γp1` tqq}.
Therefore, since γ ‰ 0, t must be ´1. But we can also consider the linear function
T˜ p ¨ ,x3 ` e2,x3 ` e2q “ 2T˜ p ¨ ,x3, e2q ` T˜ p ¨ ,x3,x3q ` T˜ p ¨ , e2, e2q
“ x ¨ ,´2e2 ` pα,´β, tγq ´ x3y
“ x ¨ , p0,´2´ 2β, γpt´ 1qqy
and proceed similarly:
|2` 2β| “ }x3 ` e2}
2
ě }T˜ p ¨ ,x3 ` e2,x3 ` e2q}
“ }p0,´2´ β, γpt´ 1qq}.
This means thas t must be 1, a contradiction which comes from the assumption that γ is
nonzero. 
Now we turn our attention to the other implication in Theorem 1.1: the existence of the
multilinear form attaining its norm at the desired set. This implication, which is trivial in
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the complex case (the vectors are collinear), is rather complicated in the real case, as we will
see.
Lemma 4.2. Given n P K, the polynomials P,Q : R2 Ñ R defined as
P px1, x2q :“
r k
2
sÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
2l
˙
p´1qlxk´2l
1
x2l
2
and Qpx1, x2q :“
rk´1
2
sÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
2l ` 1
˙
p´1qlx
k´p2l`1q
1
x2l`1
2
have norm one.
Proof. The argument we use to prove this Lemma is essentially the same used to see that
the Chebyshev polynomials have norm one (see for example [R] Chapter I). The norm of P
can be computed as follows
}P } “ sup
$&%
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇr
k
2
sÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
2l
˙
p´1ql cosk´2lpθq sin2lpθq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ : 0 ď θ ď 2pi
,.- .
Given that for any θ
1 ě |Repeikθq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇr
k
2
sÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
2l
˙
p´1ql cosk´2lpθq sin2lpθq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ,
we conclude that }P } ď 1. For the other inequality we have
}P } ě |P p1, 0q| “ 1.
A similar analysis, using Impeikθq instead of Repeikθq, shows that Q has norm one. 
Proposition 4.3. Given x1, . . . ,xk norm one vectors on a real Hilbert space H such that
dimpspantx1, . . . ,xkuq ď 2, there is a nonzero T P Lsp
kHq attaining its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, we only need to prove the case k ą 2. To simplify notation
assume that H “ R2. We will prove this result in three steps. In what follows, te1, e2u
stands for the canonical basis of R2.
Step I: x1, . . . ,xk P te1, e2,´e1,´e2u. Given that if T attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq then
T also attains its norm at p˘x1, . . . ,˘xkq it is enough to consider the case x1, . . . ,xk P
te1, e2u. Suppose that we have i times the vector e1 and j times the vector e2. We write
px1, . . . ,xkq “ pe
i
1
, ej
2
q, notation that will stay with us for the rest of the proof. Suppose
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that either i or j are even numbers. To find T P Lsp
kR2q attaining its norm at pei
1
, ej
2
q we
will work with the space of k-homogeneous polynomials PpkR2q which, as mentioned before,
is isometric to Lsp
kR2q (see (2)).
Consider the norm one k-homogeneous polynomial P : R2 Ñ R from Lemma 4.2:
P px1, x2q “
rk
2
sÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
2l
˙
p´1qlxk´2l
1
x2l
2
.
Using Theorem 2.2 from [M] it is easy to see that the norm one k-linear symmetric formqP associated to P attains its norm at pei
1
, ej
2
q:
qP pei
1
, ej
2
q “
k
2ÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
2l
˙
p´1ql ­pxk´2l
1
x2l
2
qpei
1
, ej
2
q
“
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qj ­pxk´2l
1
x2l
2
qpei
1
, ej
2
q
“ 1.
If both i and j are odd number we can use polynomial Q from Lemma 4.2, instead of P .
Step II: For the second step we will consider the following increasing sequence of sets
Dn “
"
pcos θ, sin θq : θ “
pi l
2n
, l “ 1, . . . , 2n`1
*
.
In this step we prove the result for n P N and x1, . . . ,xk P Dn. We do this by induction on n.
Notice that the case n “ 1 is Step I. Suppose the result holds for n. Given norm one vectors
x1, . . . ,xk P Dn`1 we need to find T P LspkR2q attaining its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq. Since
x1, . . . ,xk P Dn`1, we have that for each i there are yi, zi P Dn such that xi “
yi`zi
}yi`zi} . By
inductive hypothesis there is L P Lsp
2kR2q attaining its norm at py1, z1, . . . ,yk, zkq. Fixing
all but two variable at a time it is easy to see that L also attains its norm at˜ˆ
y1 ` z1
}y1 ` z1}
˙
2
, . . . ,
ˆ
yk ` zk
}yk ` zk}
˙
2
¸
“ px2
1
, . . . ,x2kq.
Then, the k-linear form Lp ¨ , . . . , ¨ ,x1, . . . ,xkq attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq.
Step III: general case. Given norm one vectors x1, . . . ,xk andm P N, take x
pmq
1
, . . . ,x
pmq
k P
Dn (with n “ npmq) and Tm P Lsp
kR2q of norm one such that
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‚ }x
pmq
i ´ xi} ă
1
m
for i “ 1, . . . , k.
‚ Tnpx
pmq
1
, . . . ,x
pmq
k q “ 1.
Take tTmjujPN a convergent subsequence of tTmumPN and let T P Lsp
kR2q be its limit (note
that T has norm one). It is easy to check that
1 “ Tmj px
pmjq
1
, . . . ,x
pmjq
k q Ñ T px1, . . . ,xkq.
Therefore, T attains its norm at px1, . . . ,xkq. 
Combining Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 we obtain the real case of Theorem 1.1.
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